Abstract

We present Ovid, a framework for building evolvable large-scale distributed systems that run in the cloud. Ovid constructs and deploys distributed systems as a collection of simple components, creating systems suited for containerization in the cloud. Ovid supports evolution of systems through transformations, which are automated refinements. Examples of transformations include replication, batching, sharding, and encryption. Ovid transformations guarantee that an evolving system still implements the same specification. Moreover, systems built with transformations can be combined with other systems to implement more complex infrastructure services. The result of this framework is a software-defined distributed system, in which a logically centralized controller specifies the components, their interactions, and their transformations.

1 Introduction

Containerization in the cloud is a lightweight virtualization technique that is getting popular and helping developers build and run applications comprising multiple systems in the cloud. The container technology creates an ecosystem where systems can be deployed quickly and can be composed with other systems. While we have a good understanding of how to build cloud services that are comprised of many systems, we do not have the technology to reason about how these systems can be reconfigured and evolved. A given configuration of systems in the cloud may not be able to scale to developing workloads. Sharding, replication, batching, and similar improvements will be necessary to incorporate over time. Next, online software updates will be necessary for bug fixes, new features, enhanced security, and so on.

We describe the design and initial implementation of Ovid, a container-based framework for building, maintaining, and evolving distributed systems that run in the cloud. Each container runs one or more agents that communicate by exchanging messages. An agent is a self-contained state machine that transitions in response to messages it receives and may produce output messages for other agents. Initially, a system designer does not worry about scaling, failure handling, and so on, and develops relatively simple agents to implement a particular service. Next, we apply automatic transformations to agents such as replication or sharding. Ovid provides a suite of such transformations. Each transformation replaces an agent by one or more new agents and creates a refinement mapping [15] from the new agents to the original agent to demonstrate correctness. Transformations can be applied recursively, resulting in a tree of transformations.

When an agent is replaced by a set of agents, the question arises what happens to messages that are sent to the original agent. For this, each transformed agent has one or more ingress agents that receive such incoming messages. The routing is governed by routing tables: each agent has a routing table that specifies, for each destination address, what the destination agent is. Inspired by software-defined networks [9, 17], Ovid has a logically centralized controller, itself an agent, that determines the contents of the routing tables.

Besides routing, the controller determines where agents run and uses containerization to run agents as lightweight processes sharing resources. Agents may be co-located to reduce communication overhead, or run in different locations to benefit performance or failure independence. Ovid also supports on-the-fly reconfiguration. The result is what can be termed a “software-defined distributed system” in which a programmable controller manages a running system.

We have built a prototype implementation of Ovid that includes an interactive and visual tool for specifying and transforming distributed systems and a run-time environment that deploys and runs the agents in containers in the cloud. The interactive designer makes it relatively easy, even for novice users, to construct systems that are scalable and reliable. The designer can be run from any web browser. The run-time environment, currently only supporting agents and transformations written in Python, manages all execution and communication fully automatically. Eventually, Ovid is intended to support agents written in a variety of programming languages.

2 Design

A system in Ovid consists of a set of agents that communicate by exchanging messages. Each agent has a unique
identifier and messages are sent to specific agent identifiers. When an agent receives a message, it updates its state and it may generate output messages that are sent to other agents. Every agent has a routing table that maps agent identifiers to agent identifiers.

For example, if a web server, acting as a client, uses a key-value store to store data, it can send GET and PUT requests to the key-value store using an agent identifier, say ‘KVS’. This means, the web server knows the key-value store as ‘KVS’. The routing table of the web server must then contain an entry that maps ‘KVS’ to the unique agent identifier of the key-value store agent, and similarly, if the key-value store knows the web server as a ‘client’, the routing table of the key-value store agent must contain an entry that maps ‘client’ to the identifier of the web server.

The agents can be transformed — replacing it with one or more new agents in such a way that the new agents collectively implement the same functionality as the original agent from the perspective of the other, unchanged, agents. In the context of a particular transformation, we call the original agent virtual, and the agents that result from the transformation physical.

For example, consider the key-value store used by the web server. We can shard the virtual agent by creating two physical copies of it, one responsible for all keys that satisfy some predicate \( P(key) \), and the other responsible for the other keys. To glue everything together, we add additional physical agents: a collection of ingress proxy agents, one for each client, and two egress proxy agents, one for each key-value store agent.

An ingress proxy agent mimics the virtual agent ‘KVS’ to its client, while an egress proxy agent mimics the client to a shard of the key-value store. The routing table of the client agent is modified to route messages to ‘KVS’ to the ingress proxy.

Figure 1 illustrates the configuration as a directed graph and demonstrates the use of layering and encapsulation, common concepts in distributed systems and networking. Every physical agent is pictured as a separate node and agents that are co-located are shown in the same rectangle representing a box, which acts as a container. The directed edges between nodes illustrate the message traffic patterns between agents. Moreover, the configuration shows two layers with an abstraction boundary. The top layer shows an application and its clients. The bottom layer multiplexes and demultiplexes. This is similar to multiplexing in common network stacks. For example, the EtherType field in an Ethernet header, the protocol field in an IP header, and the destination port in a TCP header all specify what the next protocol is to handle the encapsulated payload. In our system, agent identifiers fulfill that role. Even if there are multiple layers of transformation, each layer would use, uniformly, an agent identifier for demultiplexing.

Note that, a transformation is essentially a special case of a refinement in which an executable specification of an agent is refined to another executable specification. Hence, in Ovid every transformation maps the state of the physical agents to the state of the virtual agent and the transitions of the physical agents to transitions in the virtual agent, in effect exhibiting the correctness of the transformation. Another paper on Ovid [4] includes examples of these refinements and focuses on the theory of how they work, while this paper presents the design and implementation of Ovid.

Ovid agents and transformations can be written in any programming language, as long as they conform to a specified line protocol (usually in the form of JSON records). The example specifically illustrates sharding, but there are many other kinds of transformations that can be applied in a similar fashion, among which:

- **State Machine Replication**: similar to sharding, this deploys multiple copies of the original agent. The proxies in this case run a replication protocol that ensures that all copies receive the same messages in the same order;
- **Primary-Backup Replication**: this can be applied to applications that keep state on a separate disk using read and write operations. In our model, such a disk is considered a separate agent. Fault-tolerance can be achieved by deploying multiple disk agents, one of which is considered primary and the others backups;
- **Load Balancing**: also similar to sharding, and particularly useful for stateless agents, a load balancing agent is an ingress proxy agent that spreads incoming messages to a collection of server agents;
- **Encryption, Compression, and Batching**: between any pair of agents, one can insert a pair of agents
that encode and decode sequences of messages respectively;

- **Monitoring, Auditing**: between any pair of agents, an agent can be inserted that counts or logs the messages that flow through it.

Above we have presented transformations on individual agents. In limited form, transformations can sometimes also be applied to sets of agents. For example, a **pipeline of agents** (in which the output of one agent form the input to the next) acts essentially as a single agent, and transformations that apply to a single agent can also be applied to pipelines. Some transformations, such as Nysiad [11], apply to particular configurations of agents. For simplicity, we focus here on transformations of individual agents only, but believe the techniques can be generalized more broadly.

Every agent in the system has a unique identifier. The agents that result from a transformation have identifiers that are based on the original agent’s identifier, by adding new identifiers in a ‘path name’ style. Thus an agent with identifier ‘X/Y/Z’ is part of the implementation of agent ‘X/Y’, which itself is part of the implementation of agent ‘X’. In our running example, assume the identifier of the original key-value store is ‘KVS’. Then we can call its shards ‘KVS/Shard1’ and ‘KVS/Shard2’. We can call the server proxies ‘KVS/ShardEgressProxyX’, and we can call the client proxies ‘KVS/ShardIngressProxyX’ for some X.

The client agent in this example still sends messages to agent identifier ‘KVS’, but due to transformation the original ‘KVS’ agent no longer exists physically. The client’s routing table maps agent identifier ‘KVS’ to ‘KVS/ShardIngressProxyX’ for some X. Agent ‘KVS/ShardIngressProxyX’ encapsulates the received message and sends it to agent identifier ‘KVS/ShardEgressProxy1’ or ‘KVS/ShardEgressProxy2’ depending on the hash function. Assuming those proxy agents have not been transformed themselves, there is again a one-to-one mapping to corresponding agent identifiers. Each egress proxy ends up sending to agent identifier ‘KVS’. Agent identifier ‘KVS’ is mapped to agent ‘KVS/Shard1’ at agent ‘KVS/ShardEgressProxy1’ and to agent ‘KVS/Shard2’ at agent ‘KVS/ShardEgressProxy2’.

Note that if identifier X in a routing table is mapped to an identifier Y, it is always the case that X is a prefix of Y (and is identical to Y in the case the agent has not been refined).

Given the original system and the transformations that have been applied, it is always possible to determine the destination agent for a message sent by a particular source agent to a particular agent identifier.

![Figure 2: The Logical Agent Transformation Tree (LATT) for the two-way sharded 'KVS' key-value store generated by the visualizer.](image)

We represent a system and its transformation in a **Logical Agent Transformation Tree (LATT)**. A LATT is a directed tree of agents. The root of this tree is a virtual agent that we call the **System Agent**. The “children” of this root are the agents before transformation. Each transformation of an agent (or set of agents) then results in a collection of children for the corresponding node.

A deployed system evolves. Ovid supports on-the-fly reconfiguration based on “wedging” agents [6, 2]. By wedging an agent, it can no longer make transitions, allowing its state to be captured and re-instantiated for a new agent. Brevity prevents us from going into detail how the state is sharded and transferred, but the refinement mapping provides the information about how the state of the transformed agent has to map back to the original agent. By updating routing tables the reconfiguration can be completed.

Eventually we would like these transformations to be determined and updated automatically based on the workload of the application and the environment in which it runs. In the current system, transformations are manually selected and updated by the user with the help of a visualizer component.

### 3 Implementation

Our implementation is comprised of two main parts: The **designer** creates the LATTs that represent the desired distributed system and transforms these LATTs creating a configuration that can be deployed. **Ovid core** then takes the configuration generated by the designer, builds the LATT as a real system with a collection of agent processes and deploys it in a given setting.

The designer models a given distributed system in the form of a LATT, and applies transformations on this LATT. It is implemented in JavaScript, to make it easy
to run it in a web browser, with 1200 lines of code. The designer has a visualizer component that can draw the LATT for a given system in the form of a graph. Users can select the transformations to be applied to a given system and these transformations create a new LATT that represents the new distributed system, as a combination of agents.

Using the LATT visualizer, the user can see how transformations change the LATT of a given system and which components are created as a result of the transformation. The corresponding graph for the LATT is kept up-to-date automatically. The visualizer also shows the high-level specifications of systems in the environment and how they are connected to each other. Using this information, the user can see how transformations affect the high-level specification of a system and easily understand how a given system interacts with other systems.

When a system is transformed only the LATT of that system is affected, but when it comes to deployment, other systems that are connected to the given system may be affected as well. The transformation function updates the deployment information for the environment once the LATT of a given system is updated. For example, Figure 2 shows the LATT generated by the visualizer for the two-way sharded key-value store we used as our running example. During this transformation, the LATTs of the clients that are connected to the 'KVS' system are not transformed, but the deployment information of the clients are transformed to include the ingress proxies to be able to send their requests to the correct shard. The designer then creates a configuration that can be directly deployed by Ovid core.

Ovid core builds and deploys a distributed system created by the designer in a cloud environment. The current version of Ovid core is implemented with 5000 lines of Python code. Agents run as Python threads inside a box, which acts as a container, that is, an execution environment for agents. Eventually, we want to support agents written in any programming language running in containers maintained by platforms such as Docker [18] or Kubernetes [1].

For each agent, the box keeps track of the agent’s attributes and runs transitions for messages that have arrived. In addition, each box runs a box manager agent that supports management operations such as starting a new agent or updating the Agent Routing Table (ART) of a given agent.

Boxes also implement the reliable transport of messages between agents. A box is responsible for making sure that the set of output messages of an agent running on the box is transferred to the sets of input messages of the destination agents. For each destination agent, this assumes there is an entry for the message’s agent identifier in the source agent’s routing table, and the box also needs to know how to map the destination agent identifier to one or more network addresses of the box that runs the destination agent. A box maintains the Box Routing Table (BRT) for this purpose.

Co-locating agents in a box saves message overhead, since co-located agents can communicate efficiently via shared memory instead of message passing. Currently a small PUT request takes on average 0.29 milliseconds when the client is co-located with the server and 1.38 milliseconds when the client and server are running in different boxes on Linux machines that are connected using a 1 Gbit Ethernet.

All routing information is maintained by the controller including the list of boxes and their network addresses, the list of agents and in which boxes they are running, and the agent identifier mappings used to route messages.

As in other software-defined architectures, we deploy a logically centralized controller for administration. The controller itself is just another agent, and has identifier 'controller'. The controller agent itself can be transformed by replication, sharding and so on. For scale, the agent may also be hierarchically structured. Depending on the deployment of the system itself, the controller itself can be transformed and deployed according, for instance deployed across a WAN. However, here we assume for simplicity that the controller agent is physically centralized and runs on a specific box.

As a starting point, the controller is configured with the LATT, as well as the identifiers of the box managers on those boxes. The BRT of the box in which the controller runs is configured with the network addresses of the box managers.

First, the controller sends a message to each box manager imparting the network addresses of the box in which the controller agent runs. Upon receipt, the box manager adds a mapping for the controller agent to its BRT. The controller can then instantiate the agents of the LATT, which is accomplished by the controller sending requests to the various box managers.

Initially, the agents’ routing tables contain only the ‘controller’ mapping. When an agent sends a message to a particular agent identifier, there is an “ART miss” event. On such an event, the agent ends up implicitly sending a request to the controller asking it to resolve the agent identifier to agent identifier binding. The controller uses the LATT to determine this binding and responds to the client with the destination agent identifier. The client then adds the mapping to its routing table.

Next, the box tries to deliver the message to the destination agent. To do this, the box looks up the destination agent identifier in its BRT, and may experience a “BRT miss”. In this case, the box sends a request to the controller agent asking to resolve that binding as well. The destination agent may be within the same box as the
source agent, but this can only be learned from the controller. One may think of routing tables as caches for the routes that the controller decides.

Figure 3 shows a possible layout of systems created using the Ovid framework. There are three physical machines connected through the network. Machines can run multiple boxes, acting as containers, which may run multiple agents themselves.

Ovid core is implemented in an object-oriented manner, where every agent in the system, including the box managers and the controller, extends from an Agent class. Moreover, each transformation and the agents that implement it is created as a separate module, and each module extends from a base module. The base module includes the base agent implementation and the underlying messaging layer as well as other utility libraries. On top of this base module, every module includes transformation specific agents such as the ingress and egress proxies. Ovid is designed in an object-oriented and modular fashion to be easily evolvable itself. New transformations can be added to Ovid by adding new modules that are independent of existing modules.

4 Related Work

There has been much work on support for developing distributed systems as well as deploying long-lived distributed systems that can adapt to evolving environments.

Mace [13] is a language-based solution to automatically generate complex distributed system deployments using high-level language constructs. Orleans [8] and Sapphire [22] offer distributed programming platforms to simplify programming distributed applications that run in cloud environments.

In [21], Wilcox et al. present a framework called Verdi for implementing practical fault-tolerant distributed systems and then formally verifying that the implementations meet their specifications. Systems like Verdi can be used in combination with Ovid to build provably correct large-scale infrastructure services that comprise multiple distributed systems. These systems can be employed to prove the safety and liveness properties of different modules in Ovid, as well as the distributed systems that are transformed by Ovid.

Another approach to implementing evolvable distributed systems is building reconfigurable systems. Reconfigurable distributed systems [5, 7, 12, 14] support the replacement of their sub-systems. In [3], Ajmani et al. propose automatically upgrading the software of long-lived, highly-available distributed systems gradually, supporting multi-version systems. Horus [20, 16] and Ensemble [10, 19] employ a modular approach to building distributed systems using micro-protocols that can be combined together to create protocols.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

Ovid is a software-defined distributed systems framework for building large-scale distributed systems that have to support evolution in the cloud. Using Ovid, a user designs, builds and deploys distributed systems comprised of agents that run in containers. Our prototype implementation of Ovid supports agents and transformations of these agents written in Python. Next, we will support agents written in any programming language running in containers. We also want to develop tools to verify performance and reliability objectives of a deployment. We then plan to do evaluations of various large-scale distributed systems developed using Ovid. Eventually, Ovid will be able to create complex distributed infrastructure services as a combination of systems running in containers in the cloud.
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